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Abstract. This paper blends work in extended mind, distributed cognition, and
predictive processing to provide a novel generative theory of interaction. This
dovetailing offers an emerging picture of cognition thatHCI stands to benefit from:
our cognition is extended, distributed, and constantly trying to predict incoming
sensory stimuli across social, cultural, and temporal scales. We develop a sketch
of a generative theory of interaction for HCI and offer some directions for future
work.
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1 Introduction

HCI has a long history of borrowing concepts from other sciences to guide HCI research.
In a synthesis of the histories of HCI Theory, Rogers traces different theories that have
come to fruition over the classical, modern, and contemporary stages of HCI [31].
Rogers reflects that importing and building on theories is crucial to HCI: that creating a
transdisciplinary agenda will further our impact on society [31].

As our technologies becomemore complex, it becomesmore apparent that the bound-
aries betweenmind and technology are blurring. This has spiked concerns in HCI around
how to design for and study these complex technologies [12]. Human-centered design
and contemporary models in HCI are rendered incompetent to deal with these questions
regarding ontological uncertainty: we’re struggling to keep upwith what is being empiri-
cally observed [12]. Frauenberger puts it nicely, “HCI may not yet be in a state of serious
crisis, but it is certainly cracking and squealing, struggling to make sense of computers,
humans and interfaces in the face of rapid technological progress, coupled with profound
social change” [12]. Theoretical and empirical work in predictive processing, extended
mind, and distributed cognition similarly point in this direction.

In this paper, we will outline the basics of extended mind, distributed cognition,
and predictive processing. A blending of these theories is presented. Then, we will offer
some preliminary theoretical implications for HCI, offering an early form of a generative
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theory of interaction [1]. This papermakes two contributions: a rendering of a developing
picture of cognition for HCI and a direction for a new generative theory of interaction.

2 ExtendedMind, Distributed Cognition, and Predictive Processing

This section will present a brief sketch of each body of work. The intent is not to serve
as an all-encompassing review or to argue for specific flavors of each respective body
of work. Instead, we aim to present what might be most crucial to understand for HCI
researchers for each body of work.

2.1 Extended Mind

The extended mind thesis (EMT) maintains that, under certain conditions, cognitive
states and processes can be distributed across brain, body, and world [7]. This means
that, should an artifact or prop be used in the right way, it would constitute a literal part of
one’s mind. This thesis stands against cognitivist intracranialism and poses a new “active
externalism”. Recently, Chalmers (with Clark’s approval) presents a refined version of
the thesis: “A subject’s cognitive processes andmental states can be partly constituted by
entities that are external to the subject, in virtue of the subject’s sensori-motor interaction
with these entities” [2]. Chalmers places a focus on what’s most interesting about the
thesis: how an intercranial implant wouldn’t be much of a surprise to constitute an
extension but using a notebook to remember an address or moving tiles on a rack during
a Scrabble game do count as extensions [2, 7, 26]. Extensions do not need to replicate
neural functioning or have the same dynamics but could complement our cognitive
abilities [33]. The extended mind is a soft assembly made up of whatever elements are
needed to accomplish the task an agent faces [25]. While this has profound ontological
and epistemological implications, we will avoid them for now.

Clark has stated thatHCI can be seen as a sort of nascent science of the extendedmind
[3]. In this direction, Heersmink offers us amultidimensional framework for understand-
ing the degree of extendedness to guide empirical research [14]. The different dimensions
include information flow, reliability, durability, trust, procedural transparency, informa-
tional transparency, individualization, and transformation [14]. Systems can ebb andflow
between degrees of cognitive extendedness, varying in time and by need. The higher the
scores across dimensions, the denser the integration [14].

2.2 Predictive Processing

Predictive processing (PP) is a “framework involving a general computational principle
which can be applied to describe perception, action, cognition, and their relationships in
a single, conceptually unified manner” [36]. Our brain is seen as a prediction machine
[5]. It’s constantly attempting to match incoming sensory information with top-down
predictions through a probabilistic generative model [5]. This is to reject the standard
passive, stimulus-driven view of perception, action, and the brain, instead viewing it
as highly active and predictive of incoming stimuli, a controlled, online hallucination
[5, 8, 36].
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Any unpredicted elements are propagated as information back into the predictions
in the form of prediction errors [5]. Through active inference, actions are then recruited
to improve the state of information within the environment and reduce future predic-
tion error, reducing free energy (known as epistemic actions) [5, 13, 27, 30]. Prediction
error minimizing is constantly modulated by precision weighting, adjusting the gain
on specific error units, or unexplained sensory units, until an error signal is suppressed
[30]. There is a great deal of traffic between interoceptive and exteroceptive informa-
tion as well, where bodily states (e.g., hunger) can modulate what information in the
environment is salient (e.g., food) [8]. PP is particularly alluring given it unifies the
mechanics of action, perception, attention, emotion, language, and learning into one
unified framework, while bridging empirical and theoretical work [6, 30, 36].

2.3 Distributed Cognition

Distributed cognition (DCog) is a branch of cognitive science, a perspective that seeks to
understand cognitive systems by extending the unit of analysis for cognition beyond the
boundaries of the skin or skull [16–18]. DCog takes the body, social, and material world
as fundamental to understanding cognition: “a [functional] system that can dynamically
configure itself to bring subsystems into coordination to accomplish various functions…
delimited by the function; relationships among the elements that participate in it, rather
than by the spatial colocation of the elements” [16, 17, 21]. DCog has historically
been adopted to study human activity ‘in the wild’, noting how cognitive processes are
distributed across people, time, and internal/external structures [16, 17]. It recognizes
that “humans create their cognitive powers in part by creating the environments in which
they exercise those powers”, as ecological assemblies [17, 22]. Cognition doesn’t only
happen in the brain, rather it is distributed between people and technology, across time
in the development of social and material contexts.

A profound element of DCog is its realization of culture. DCog renders culture as “a
process that accumulates partial solutions to frequently encountered problems”, and “a
complex cognitive ecosystem that includes, in addition to the brain, a large number of
somatic and extrasomatic processes” [16, 19]. Cultural practices are “the things people
do and their [learned] ways of being in the world… [that] organize the action in situated
action. Emergent products of dynamic distributed networks of constraints” [20]. Culture
serves to reduce entropy at multiple scales [22]. Our cultural practices shape our percep-
tion as active ways of “seeing” the world by indicating what to pay attention to and what
to perceive [19]. For instance, seeing a constellation of stars is a process enacted via
cultural practices which enable you to give visual attention in that specific way to see the
constellation [23]. Our environment itself consists of dynamic products nearly entirely
due to prior cultural activity [20]. High-level cognitive outcomes are born through the
coordination of the mechanisms of distributed cognitive systems within these cultural
practices [23].

The questions distributed cognition asks concern “the relations among the elements
[of the cognitive system], and how cognitive processes arise from interactions among
those elements” [22]. It looks for principles that might apply across scales and cognitive
systems (e.g., all cognitive systems are characterized by “local regions of high intercon-
nectivity separated by regions of lower interconnectivity”) [22]. DCog doesn’t assume
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a center for any cognitive system. Instead, the centers are determined by the “relative
density of information flow across a system” [22]. This is to say that some systems have
an obvious center, others several centers, others no center. It all depends on the scaling
in question.

3 Dovetailing Sketches of Cognition and Implications for HCI

HCI isn’t new to many of these ideas. For instance, distributed cognition has been used
to understand complex sociotechnical systems in a variety of contexts and was borne
from researchers in HCI [16, 31]. These different theories complement each other and
are relatively consistent in principle. According to the authors, this would be the first
attempt to mesh these ideas together to form a coherent generative theory of interaction.
So, what is this composite depiction of cognition?

3.1 Extended, Distributed, and Predictive: A Low-Fidelity Prototype

Recent compositions of extended mind, predictive processing, active inference, and
cognitive niche construction are seen by Constant et al. in their work on “extended
active inference” and Veissière et al. in their work on “thinking through other minds”
(TTOM) [9, 34]. A complete review of these works is beyond the scope of this paper,
and instead we’ll point out some relevant aspects.

Constant et al. depict a cognitive niche (externally realized cause-and-effect models)
where epistemic cues and affordances are proliferated throughout our inherited environ-
ments, reducing uncertainty through ecological legacies, as a shared generative model
[9]. Veissière et al. depict “regimes of attention”, which highlight different contextually
relevant actions as particularly important and aid agents in learning to adapt to their
local niche, shaping these epistemic cues [34]. Cognitive niche construction is shown as
a “shared cognitive function enabling organisms to track—often implicitly and at low
cost—cause–effect relationships otherwise difficult” [9]. This is especially apparent in
cases where causal structures are volatile or too complex to be learned by the agents
own sensory mechanisms [9, 34].

Learning to use these epistemic cues reduces the complexity of our own generative
models, increasing our performance. Constant et al. call the leveraging and optimizing
of this shared generative model “extended active inference” (EAI), where active infer-
ence is “optimizing an organism’s generative model about the cause of its sensations”
through action [9]. This leads to the maximization of model evidence through percep-
tion, and selective sampling of expected sensory sensations through action. Cognitive
niche construction is a cognitive function: uploading and offloading into the niche. Once
uploaded into the environment, cognitive extensions can be shared by other agents, as
the “scaffolding of complex networks of shared expectations encoded across brains,
bodies, constructed environments, and other agents, which modulate attention, guide
action, and entail the learning of patterned behaviours” [34]. The environment can be
seen as a generative model of the agent. As Constant et al. state, “…one can treat the
environment as inferring the cause of the “sensations” it receives from being acted upon
by its denizens”, or as Veissière puts it, “that the affordances of the–environment and the
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capacities of an individual are inextricably interwoven, and co-determining” [9, 34]. The
cognitive niche and the agent are constantly trying to optimize their generative models
of each other.

3.2 Implications for a Generative Theory of Interaction in HCI

HCI can make use of this blending of theories through a new generative theory of
interaction [1]. Following Beaudouin-Lafon et al., a generative theory of interaction is:

• Grounded in a theory of human activity and behavior with technology [1]
• Involves analytical (“a description of current use and practice”), critical (“assesses
both the positive and negative aspects of a system”), and constructive lenses (“inspires
new ideas relative to the critique”) [1]

• Provides tools that allow examination of the design space related to a research problem
[1].

In the next section, we’ll briefly sculpt out how blending predictive processing, extended
mind, and distributed cognition might fit into a generative theory of interaction.

Theoretical Grounding
Wecan see that our blending of predictive processing, distributed cognition, and extended
mind is well grounded in theory. Through predictive processing and active inference
lenses, we’re able to render distributed cognition and extended mind through similar
principles. Extendedmind provides the basis for blurring the boundary between technol-
ogy and the brain, laying the groundwork for extending the mind beyond the boundaries
of the skull. Distributed cognition provides the temporal and cultural lenses to view these
extensions. Predictive processing provides the computational principles which govern
the different scales. This is to render culture, environments, tools, brains, bodies, and
other generativemodels asmechanisms for uncertainty reduction [32]. Cultural practices
can be seen as shaping epistemic cues: highlighting affordances, uploading cognitive
functions, extending precision weighting, shared across time and people through cog-
nitive niches. Our cognitive capacities constitute our tools, culture, environment, etc.:
“ontologically inseparable from the start” [24]. As Herbert Simon is said to remark,
“Most human intelligence is artificial intelligence anyway”.

We can surface some early concepts (cognitive extensions, temporality) and princi-
ples (as adopted from Heersmink: information flow, reliability, durability, trust, proce-
dural transparency, informational transparency, individualization, and transformation)
to examine analytical, critical, and constructive lenses [1, 14].

Analytical, Critical, and Constructive Lenses
Analytically, we can begin to look at how well certain extensions extend cognition and
how this might vary across time by [14, 15]. How well do these cognitive functions
embed into the cognitive niche? How does it increase uncertainty reduction across dif-
ferent time scales? Critically, we can begin looking at who gets the opportunity to extend
their minds with different extensions and how has that access propagated across society,
in what forms? Who has more power to design the cognitive niches and what types
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of cognitive niches are most dominant [10]? Constructively, we can begin to consider
how we could better extend people’s minds, increase access to different extensions, or
increase people’s ability to design their cognitive niche. We believe that Heersmink’s
dimensions of integration offer a good starting point to consider different principles to
evaluate cognitive systems upon (information flow, reliability, durability, trust, proce-
dural transparency, informational transparency, individualization, and transformation)
[14].

4 Conclusion

In this paper, we sought to present a developing generative theory of interaction through
blending extended mind, distributed cognition, and predictive processing into a single
account. We chose these theories given how well they complement each other, and how
they lack directly actionable principles to guide HCI research. For future work, we’ll
more closely develop this generative theory of interaction by offering more insight into
a theoretical grounding, offering well-defined principles and concepts to look at this
theory through, and develop questions that can be asked by looking at different lenses
(as depicted by Beaudouin-Lafon et al.) [1]. We hope that we’ve offered a starting point
for others to more directly consider how we can bring these theories into HCI and open
channels for transdisciplinary work with these fields.

Acknowledgements. This work is part of the DCODE project. The project has received funding
from the European Union’s Horizon 2020 research and innovation programme under the Marie
Skłodowska-Curie grant agreement No. 955990.
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